
THESIS STARTING PAGES

Per the Graduate School Thesis and Dissertation manual, the cover page should not include Text pages will use the
Arabic numbering and start with Page 1.

Put your cursor before the first letter of your first chapter and repeat steps 2 and 3. The page numbering for the
section with your Abstract and Table of Contents should change to lower-case Roman numerals. Particularly
with landscaped pages, it is often helpful to break the connection in the header as well as in the footer. In the
"Navigation" section of this tab, you will see a highlighted button labeled "Link to Previous" which tells Word
to link the footer in this section to the previous section and to continue its page numbering scheme. Toggle
action bar. Click on Table of Contents. Select this. Email us at nglthesis shsu. As long as you correctly
unlinked the following section from this one, the page numbering in the following section, the main body of
your text, should remain Arabic numerals starting with 1. Scroll down until you see Heading2 and Heading3.
Scroll down to the first page of the next section where your chapters start and click in the footer. This tells
Word that the next page begins a new section which may have a different header or footer. As you write your
paper, use the pre-formatted headings provided under the SHSU tab, and don't forget to click on Update All
occasionally. Go down to the next page below the section break in this example, the first page of Chapter I ,
and click on the page number in the Footer. Be careful not to confuse this with another tab labeled "Design"
between the "Insert" and "Page Layout" tabs. All titles and headings match what appears in the text exactly.
Footer Sections and page numbering can be very complex, especially if your document has multiple sections.
After doing this, you should see a "Section Break Next Page " code inserted into your document on the page
before your Abstract. Go down to the next page below the section break in this example, the Abstract , and
click on the page number in the Footer. You can set the page numbers for your entire document, or if you need
more control, you can do it section-by-section as well. Choose the appropriate placement of the number and a
style.


